Info Breakfast 20180227
Good News:
-

-

-

Johanna Sörensen was awarded the NEW GENERATION-prize from Föreningen Vatten. She
will receive the prize om 14 March during the Water Day and present a seminar about her
work.
Two of Johanna’s former master students will receive the prize of best student article at
journal Vatten.
Föreningen Vattens yearly meeting will be in Stockholm 14/3 (in Swedish). Further
information on https://www.foreningenvatten.se/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/20180209Inbjudan-årsmöte-2018-03-14-v2.pdf
Magnus Larsson has got two STINT exchange program with China and Japan! 1 + 1 year
starting from this fall

New comers:
-

-

2 new doc students arriving this week: Yahaya Sani from Nigeria (Thursday) and Mehran
Naseri Rad from Iran (Friday). They will be at room 3416 (neighbour with Carina).
A new guest will arrive Mars 1: Reza Heydarzade from Iran, University of Teheran will have
Miklas as supervisor under his time at TVRL 20180301 - 20181101.

LUWater:
We are currently working on improving presentations of our researchers both seniors and PhD
students on our website: www.water.se. Link to fill the questionnaire:
https://goo.gl/forms/AiKrnNDriJ18HTe73.
21 of March is opportunity to take professional photos for you beside a big seminar arranged by
LUWater. The seminar theme is that we need other water researchers. All are welcome to give a 5
minutes speed dating pitch of what resources and competence you need for your research and
future research plan. And then we have group discussion on different themes such as urban flood,
biofilm in drinking water, digitalizing society, nature based solutions for sustainable society etc. to
formulate concrete projects to work together. Invitation with details of the workshop will be sent
out soon.
Information policy:
-

-

We should be more consequent about informing where we are during working hours. Inform
on our white boards at the door where you are. In case of sickness, send a message so that
someone can write it at your whiteboard.
Supervisors should keep track of where their PhD students are (during working hours)

Seminar from senior researchers:
-

A series of seminars where senior researchers will present some topic of his/her choice that
is of interest for PhD students. Half hour seminar of a very specific topic. Dauren will contact
senior researchers.

Next Info Breakfast 27 March.

